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Due to the state-space size explosion problem, behavioral analysis techniques are difficult to scale up to
industrial size problems. Our group couples research
on analysis tools with an introspection on modeling
and software engineering techniques.
CPN-AMI is an integrated development and analysis
environment dedicated to Petri nets. The numerous
services it offers are built by a homogeneous integration
of tools developed internally, and third-party tools from
partner universities. These tools include state of the
art algorithms and data-structures. This third major
release offers better support for modeling and analysis
of very large systems.

transitions. To do so, it provides classical control instructions such as tests, loops,. . . , as well as a macro
system to parameterize Petri nets.
Supported operations on Petri net objects are: creation, modification, connection, deletion and fusion
of nodes. Creation and connection operations, combined with control instructions, are of particular interest when creating repeated patterns ; fusion operators
are useful when assembling patterns and/or modules.
The fusion operation can merge either single nodes
or lists of nodes. Lists are built by adding nodes one
by one, or by using regular expressions on Petri net
objects attributes. For example, you can insert into a
list all places having a color domain equal to color*.
So, by using an appropriate naming scheme and
PetriScript, it is very easy to automate construction
and assembly of Petri nets.

New features in CPN-AMI 3
This paper briefly presents the new features in CPNAMI 3. PetriScript responds to a need to program
flexible and compositional Petri nets. A symbolic
model checker allows to transparently use symmetries,
to tackle larger systems. A symbolic unfolder allows
to compute structural properties (such as boundedness), without state-space exploration. A prototype
support for PNML enables connexion with other Petri
net tools.

Model checking on the symbolic reachability
graph This model-checking service exploits symmetries to offer better scaling up of verification. The principle is to construct an aggregated state-space graph
(the ”symbolic reachability graph” SRG), where nodes
represent equivalence classes of states. Depending on
the permittivity of the equivalence relation used, SRG
nodes may represent an exponential number of “concrete” states, thus allow to scale up verification to industrial size examples.
Distributed systems frequently contain repeated
component instances, that only differ by their identity. Typical examples are processes executing the
same code, but having different pid, or memory addresses. Another example is large value domains, obtained by discretization of continuous system variables
(e.g. altitude), of which only few values are critical for
control (“never open landing gear above Max feet”).
Analysis techniques to exploit such symmetries have
been implemented, like in Murphi [8] or GreatSPN [4].
However these tools require the designer to identify admissible symmetries, leading to a cumbersome formal-

The PetriScript language PetriScript [5] has been
designed to ease assembling and parametrization of
Petri net modules. PetriScript allows to construct large
models and test them in various configurations, by using a compositional bottom-up approach : small component’s behaviors may be modeled separately, then
assembled according to a certain configuration, prior
to running analysis tools. We successfully applied this
approach to model and analyse PolyORB [7], and this
tool captures usage patterns identified in that casestudy.
PetriScript’s main purpose is to automate modeling
operations such as merging or connecting places and
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ism, and making modifications of a model costly. We
have developed a tool using algorithms described in
[11] that allows to automatically extract all significant
symmetry information, allowing the user to transparently use these techniques. This is particularly important in the context of reconfigurable models and models
generated from higher level specifications, where such
symmetry information is not present.
Thanks to strong collaborations with Torino and
Alessandria, we have based our CPN-AMI tool on
GreatSPN’s implementation of SRG construction (development of the corresponding component is now
shared between Paris and Torino). For full state-space
generation, the user has thus simply to launch the
appropriate service, that will detect any and all exploitable symmetries, before running GreatSPN and
re-importing the results.
LTL model-checking is performed thanks to Spot 1
[3], a model-checking library with support for plugging
in third party state-space generators, now coupled with
GreatSPN (which doesn’t natively support LTL).
Atomic properties of an LTL formula allow to characterize relevant system configurations. In our framework, atomic properties may be either event based, i.e.
“transition T fires”, or state-based, i.e. “place P contains N tokens”.
Event-based properties are specified by referring to
an existing transition of the Petri net, and can be refined to observe specific firings of the transition by providing a standard guard expression.
State-based properties are specified by adding observation transitions to a net : the atomic state property
is considered true in any state such that the observation would be fireable. These added transitions are
never fired, they do not impact on the net’s behavior,
thus they may not have output arcs. However, they
may have as many input or inhibitor arcs as necessary,
and a guard, offering great flexibility in the definition
of the target states.
LTL model-checking is run using on-the-fly algorithms, and yields an error trace if the property is not
preserved. The formula to be checked may have an impact on the symmetries that can be used to construct
the symbolic reachability graph, thus it is analyzed before computation to find the maximal symmetries such
that the truth of the formula can be checked using the
symbolic reachability graph. The whole procedure is
entirely automatic and transparent for end-users of the
platform.
This tool has been successfully used to verify behavioral properties of an intermediate size system, the
resource broker of the PolyOrb middleware [7]. Analy-
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Figure 1. Evolution of concrete and symbolic
state space sizes when varying parameters of
the PolyOrb case study. 100 million states is
a higher limit for most explicit techniques.

sis of realistic configurations of this middleware could
not have been performed using classical techniques, as
shown in Figure 1 that exhibits the exponential reduction in state-space size due to symmetry exploitation as
the number of threads allocated to PolyORB varies.
Optimized Colored nets unfolding As some
structural properties cannot be verified on colored Petri
nets, an operation, called unfolding is used to tranform these nets to P/T ones. Depending on the colored
model, its unfolded net can contain dead parts whose
size may vary from nothing to almost all nodes.
For example, in Well Formed Nets, integer expression, like i × j on arc valuations are not available, leading the modeler to use a pattern to emulate it. Unfolding of these patterns generates a huge number of
transitions, but most of them are dead.
Several optimizations can be applied to remove these
dead parts : removal of transitions guarded by false,
removal of the maximal unmarked syphon and removal
of orphaned marked places. All these are already implemented in our previous unfolder. However, optimization fails on huge unfolded nets since it needs to
store the full unfolded net in memory.
So, our new unfolder uses a symbolic representation
for places and transitions of the unfolded net, using
Data Decision Diagrams [1], and an implicit one for
arcs. The use of decision diagrams gives usually good
performances both for execution time and memory usage, as operations on the symbolic representation make
a heavy use of caching.
The UniformizedTrain [2] model makes a strong
case for this method. Without optimizations, its unfolded net contains more than 105 places and 109 transitions. After optimization, it is reduced to 343 places
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and 202 transitions. Execution ends after only 7 seconds and uses less than 72 MB of memory.
A
D

Class
C1 is 1..2;
C2 is 1..4;
Domain
D is <C1,C1>;
D1 is <C1,C1,C2>;
Var
i,j in C1;
k in C2;
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Figure 2. Multiplication table.
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Place C in Figure 2 (a) models a multiplication table. Typically, unfolding this place leads to a great
number of ordinary places (n4 places if n is the multiplication table length) and only a few of them (n2 ) are
useful (see Figure 2 (b)).
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Experimentation of the ISO/IEC-15909 exchange standard CPN-AMI serves as a testbench
for the new PNML [9] (Petri Net Markup Language)
standard (ISO/IEC-15909 part 2) since we are experimenting a prototype implementation. PNML is a
XML-based universal transfer syntax for Petri nets to
allow interoperability among Petri nets tools.
The interest of this prototype is to explore new ways
to sustain PNML development and easy integration
into various Petri net tools, backing the Standard. To
achieve these objectives, OMG’s Model-Driven Development principles [10] and techniques have been put
into practice. [6] sets the rationales for such an approach.
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